
 
 

Under 12 BJFC Match Report 
Round 14 

Sunday 3 August 2014 
Brunswick vs Camberwell 

 
 

Sharks Dampen Dragons Fire − It was a bit of a feeding frenzy 
 
The U12's woke to a cold morning that quickly turned into a bright sunny day - perfect for a 
game of footy. An 11:30 start to the penultimate home and away round against the 
Camberwell Sharks. The Sharks are 3rd on the U12 Reds ladder and just 1 position below 
Brunswick, the game was certain to be a late season test with both teams wanting to get the 
ascendancy going into the finals. 
 
The Dragons started the 1st quarter with a fast break from the centre bounce with a score 
on the board within seconds and only 3 kicks. The writing was on the wall, or was it? We 
continued to dominate the ball, keeping it in our 50 for 5 minutes without troubling the 
scoreboard again. The Sharks defence was strong. It wasn't long before Camberwell started 
moving the ball into their offensive half with the tall players marking the ball truly. They 
impacted the score board with 3 goals by quarters end to our single point - they had come 
to play! Otis and Josh Murphy also played well but could not stem the Sharks fast ball 
movement, hard tackling and team work.  The Camberwell coaching team had obviously 
studied our playing style but now the shoe was on the other foot. Coach Peter told the boys 
to play in front, lift their defence and  
to take time before disposing while in attack. 
 
The 2nd quarter continued with Camberwell dominating the play, Brunswick boys were 
tough in defence but we could not stem the tide, and found it hard to get past the 
opposition's solid defence.   The umpire was paying everything which meant we gave away a 
few free kicks as well. By this time we knew the oval ball wasn't bouncing in our direction. 
We know it is random but more often than not the ball seemed to bounce over our heads 
and straight into a Shark player's arms.  The truth was the Sharks were reading the play 
better and we were working hard to try and return to our usual form. To the credit of the 
Dragon players, they never dropped their heads and continued to play hard footy - the trait 
of a great team! Kallum, Marcus and Matthew dug deep with their rugged attempts to lift 
the team, but by the middle break we were well behind on the score board. Pete asked the 
boys to dig deep, get in first and to work hard to win every contest. 
 



The third quarter saw Brunswick improve their standing on the field, we started playing in 
front and getting in and under. It was a more evenly matched contest, but still we couldn't 
trouble the scoreboard; we just couldn't get past the Sharks defensive wall. Otis, Thomas 
and James continued to play well, standing up against the tough game that Camberwell hit 
us with. Other Brunswick players to dig deep were Henry, Bryce and Ewan. After delivering 
the ball deep in the forward line Declan was injured and unfortunately, like our other forays, 
nothing came of it in terms of a score and an important player was off the field for the 
duration. At the end of the quarter we were 7 goals behind and playing for pride. 
 
The fourth quarter saw our boys battle to the end, but the scoreboard was not an indication 
of the effort put forward by the Wicks. Throughout the quarter, players like Romney, Josh 
Webb and Julian ran "their heart out" but it wasn't enough to stem the tide. Henry also 
showed courage to come back on after an injury. 
 
Bryce was selected as the best and Fairest by Camberwell and Brunswick chose Number 2, 
Carson Howard  
 
Final Score was: Brunswick 0:2:2 to Camberwell 2 :  10:13:73 
 
It was a disappointing loss, but also a wake up call before the finals. It is not the way a team 
celebrates a win that categorises them, it is the lessons learnt from a loss. 
 
 


